
Humans are very creative in creating heaven or hell on planet earth. However, human 
demons running amok choose hell by creating new technology and materials to make 

weapons of self-extinction and destruction. Turning proverbial Promethean gifts stolen 
from ‘Gods’ into curses that feed mythical Satan of lore. Napalm and humankind are 
the faces of Satan’s proverbial fire, brimstone and demons of hell all combined into one 

horrifying package, Intelligent life avoids humanity simply because it is intelligent, 
which is more than I can say about humanity-insanity’s stupidity, Einstein said, “The 

universe and human stupidity are infinite, I am not sure about the universe, however.’ 

They 
do intelligently monitor human madness from afar - however, “Fish in the ocean cannot 

see birds flying in the sky... 



it happened on American soil. 180-220 million Native American Indians were systematically 
murdered to the brink of extinction by European, Christian, and Afro-black immigrants, who stole 
their land, and destroyed their way of life lost forever. Over 98% of indigenous tribes existing 
when Columbus landed here in 1492 were completely wiped from the face of this planet by 1900 
before a spark of sanity stopped the butcher of innocent men, women and babies by savage, 
Christian, immigrant pilgrims. Survivors were herded into Indian Reservations aka Concentration / y 
camps to wither and die. Today, over 60% live without electricity, running water, adequate food | 
and at bottom of the poverty line. The worst black ghettos and slums are far above what is 
American Indian life. The horrible tales of barbarous Indian attacks are over exaggerated. They 
were protecting their lives, families, property same as anyone else would from thieves and 
murderers. Essentially the US government has been blaming the Indians to hide this nation’s € 
crimes since. Furthermore, tyrants such as Hitler”s Nazis, Stalin, Mao and Khmer Rouge studied me of" 
the American final Indian solution in crafting genocides ridding their countries of useless eaters 
and ethnic cleansing. Another American first: the worst genocide in human history that set the 
example to tyrants of the world to refine and follow in their holocausts. 



Another first for this country’s long list of crimes against humanity. America purloined nuclear 

technology from Nazi’s after defeating Germany in WW2. Only because Hitler did not understand 
such advanced warfare is why Nazi’s did not use it on America, Great Britain and enemy nations. 

Otherwise, Germany would’ve won the war and ruled this planet. Scientists knew what they 

created and sandbagged Nazi ignorance in not releasing it before America got hold of it. Once they 
and all the technology arrived to America, this nation wooed and romanced them into finishing the 
atomic bomb. America then used it as animal experiments on unarmed, innocent, non-military 

Japanese cities of Nagasaki € Hiroshima before Japan could formally sign peace treaties. WW2 

was over for Japan. American diplomats stalled formally ending of the war until after using atomic 

weapons on that country so Japan could be blamed for it as an act of war. America broke more 
treaties with Native American nations than it ever made. US is a land built on lies, betrayal and 

worse. The Rosenberg’s and other scientists realized that America was more Nazi than Hitler’s 
Germany too Jate to return another Promethean curse back to the ‘Gods.’ America heralded 

Albert Einstein father of atomic war a ‘God’ and Enola Gay’s bomber flight crew that delivered the 
WMD ‘heroes.’ To counter America in world power ‘checks and balances’ the Rosenberg’s gave 
the Soviets atomic bomb secrets. For their heroic act, both husband and wife were executed as 

traitors. Since then, far more American traitors of worse crimes against humanity have gone 
completely free of any consequences for their treasonous acts, ie Bill and Hillary Clinton, US Dept 

of Veteran Affairs, ad nauseam. 



Americans live in a fantasy about WAR! Their 
myopic, narrow minded, romantic, archaic idealisms 

date to before the 16th century! The US created and 

exported atomic war into the world; testing the 
doomsday creation in Japan, as an act of war, on non- 
military, civilian cities in an attack planned and 

_ executed before Japanese diplomats could reach the 

peace tables. The War was already over for Japan. 
America experimentally used those doomsday 
weapons or WMD?’s on unarmed civilians, killing, 
crippling innocent men, women, babies and their 

- descendants for decades to come. Human animal 

™ experiments of its new toy. Is that something to be 
proud of America? This nation called the bomber 
crew’s heroes and Einstein — father of nuclear 

weapons — a ‘God.’ It called Vietnam soldiers baby 
and mother killers and worse disgraces to avoid facing 
national shame and onus; but they were only 
messengers drafted and sent by The American 

People to again do its dirty work and Vietnam vets 
pale in load compared to all the war crimes committed 
before and since by the American nation. ‘We the 
Sheeple'land its brave coward Socialist government 
remain the true baby and mother murders. 

\\\ 

THE FIRST TWO NUCLEAR, WMD, PROTOTYPES USING NEW TECHNOLOGY FIRST AS 
WEAPONS AS A LIVE HUMAN, ANIMAL EXPERIMENT JAPAN STILL SUFFERS WMD 

BIRTH DEFECTS AND DISEASES AMONG ITS PEOPLE 80 YEARS LATER. 



The Girl Child 
The Girl Child” ~ Nazim Hitmet — 
“I come and stand at every door 

But none can hear my silent tread 

I knock and yet remain unseen 
For I am dead, for I am dead 

I’m only seven though I died 
In Hiroshima long ago 
[My sister died in Nagasaki] 
Pm seven now as I was then 

When children die they do not grow 
My hair was scorched by swirling flame 
My eyes grew dim my eyes grew blind 
Death came and turned my bones to dust 

And that was scattered by the wind 
I need no fruit I need no rice 
I need no sweets nor even bread 

I ask for nothing for myself 
For I am dead, for I am dead 

All I need is that for peace 
You fight today you fight today 
So that the children of this world 
Can live and grow and laugh and play? 

For I am dead, for I am dead — 

Hell is for children. 
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Another American first was Agent Orange now considered a bio-weapon, America invented the 

curse Dioxin that is the main component of ‘Rainbow’ herbicides once used in US and during 
Vietnam War as another human animal experiment, Vietnam is on its 4” generation of child defects 

and other horrible after effect diseases mainly affecting US veterans and Vietnam people, They are 
devastating, painful and horrible, and without cure, America created, exported this monster used 

in War to cripple and murder innocent men, women and babies, Use in America is kept a secret to 
the nation’s sheeple, Knowing this truth would explain the epidemic of diseases previously 

unknown 60-70 years ago, and for increased birth defects among US populations, Nobody is 

exempt. Americans ingest this and worse through the daily items ignorant masses consume daily - 

even bottled water, Any ‘Special-Buttercup’ American that thinks s/he is exempt lives in ignorance 
and denial, The low levels show up as serious diseases in later stages of life; before that people have 

mysterious ‘symptoms’ that medical ignorance cannot define, So, out of that ignorance medical 

providers profitably ‘treat at’ the symptoms, or toss troubled patients into the “mental health’ 

dustbin or shuffle them from ‘specialist to specialist’ milking the most profits out of cash-cow 

patients and their medical insurance without helping sick people at all, Once the ‘money’ dries up, 
patients are completely abandoned by US medical system, US Dept of Veterans Affairs is epitome 
of such betrayal, abuse, neglect and abandonment. 100 US veterans suicide daily protesting the 

worst US ‘socialist’ medical care and benefit system in Amerika, 



Napalm is another American created curse, which remains in use on humans during the nations 
ongoing wars. Napalm is the face of Satan, Made of gasoline, thickening, and sticking agents, 
Napalm is the fire that bums to bone marrow. Like Agent Orange, itis a cruel invention used in 
warfare crippling, killing and disfiguring mostly children, This sick country glorifies it in movies as 
‘Apocalypse Now’ with a quote from an Army officer: “I love the smell of Napalm in the moming,” 
America makes and profitably exports this curse as it does most weapons that it creates to use and, 

used by other countries, Then keeps enemy rivals stirred up fighting so their governments will buy 
more weapons fattening US war profits. Children suffer the most. America gives lip service to 
‘protecting the children’ covering up the country’s crimes against humanity - especially to the most 
vulnerable of humankind. America neglects, abandons and exploits its most vulnerable people: US 
Veterans, elderly and children - in no particular order, Destroying the very people Socialist USA 
robs to finance its ongoing world wars and wars against the American sheeple, Parasites always 
sicken and destroy their host then move on to another. US Socialism/communism is that parasite in 
toto. Only America and Dept of Veterans Affairs could sink so low in the profiteering cesspool 
exploiting veteran suffering and suicide. 100 veterans die by suicide daily from that betrayal and 
abuse, Their protests written in veteran blood epitomize Amerika’s war crimes against its people, 
and the world, As another projected, inhumane export to other nations US claims’ an expedient 
enemy then blames those enemies for US harms as an ‘act of war,’ America projects its hate onto 
scapegoat nations while justifying, ‘you are the enemy ‘that we created,’ which justifies USA using 
guns, bombs, WMD and more when blaming our victims for doing so. Sign of a severely sick, 

demented and unholy nation, Napalm and America are the face of Satan that creates hell on earth, 

especially for children. Is it any wonder why world wide USAis the most hated nation on earth? 
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NAPALM HORROR - THE PHOTO TOO SHOCKING TO PUBLISH. 
Napalm is another American created curse, which remains in use on humans during the nations 
ongoing wars. Napalm is the face of Satan. Made of gasoline, thickening, and sticking agents, 
Napalm is the fire that bums to bone marrow. Like Agent Orange, it is a cruel invention used in 
warfare crippling, killing and disfiguring mostly children. This sick country glorifies it in movies as 
‘Apocalypse Now” with a quote from an Army officer: “I love the smell of Napalm in the mommg.” 

America makes and profitably exports this curse as it does most weapons that it creates to use and, 

used by other countries. Then keeps enemy rivals stirred up fighting so their governments will buy 
more weapons fattening US war profits. Children suffer the most. America gives lip service to 
‘protecting the children’ covering up the country’s crimes against humanity — especially to the most 
vulnerable of humankind. America neglects, abandons and exploits its most vulnerable people: US 
Veterans, elderly and children — in no particular order. Destroying the very people Socialist USA 
robs to finance its ongoing world wars and wars against the American sheeple, Parasites always 
sicken and destroy their host then move on to another. US Socialism/communism is that parasite in 
toto. Only America and Dept of Veterans Affairs could sink so low in the profiteering cesspool 
exploiting veteran suffering and suicide, 100 veterans die by suicide daily from that betrayal and 
abuse, Their protests written in veteran blood epitomize Amerika’s war crimes against its people, 
and the world. As another projected, inhumane export to other nations ‘US claims’ an expedient 
enemy then blames those enemies for US harms as an ‘act of war.’ America projects its hate onto 
scapegoat nations while justifying, “you are the enemy “that we created,’ which justifies USA using 
suns, bombs, WMD and more when blaming our victims for doing so. Sign of a severely sick, 

demented and unholy nation. Napalm and America are the face of Satan that creates hell on earth, 

especially for children. Is it any wonder why world wide USA is the most hated nation on earth? 



TERMINATOR SCI-FI 

Drone Warfare... Terminator bots that at present follow human guidance. However, with Artificial 
Intelligence or Al gaining awareness, it is only a matter of time before this ‘human’ creation gets 
loose to end humankind extinct, Nano-technology is another curse out of Prometheus’ curse box. 

Essentially a human made organism & bio-weapon, a micro machine product of humans playing 
‘wannabe gods.’ It is just a matter of time before these things gain sentience and take control of 
this planet with potential to rid it of all organic life as it is known. Same for viral, bacterial and 
more ‘isolated bio-weapon pathogens,’ if just one of these things gets loose on this planet the end is 
another mass extinction of life as it is currently known. Human are very irresponsible and careless 
using new technology. The potential for dooms day release is beyond belief. Accidental or 
intentional as means result in the same end - extinction of homo sapiens taxon. Great minded 
scientists as Stephen Hawking fear that is how humanity will end: humankind’s self-destruction 
through careless abandon and pompous-ass, arrogance being too clever by half. Albert Einstein 
said, “I don’t know how WW3 will be fought but WW4 will be waged with sticks and stones.” Both 
sane prophets unheard by the world in their life times, Human safe-guards, like their imperfect 
human ‘wannabe god’ creators, are corrupted and subject to human frailty as are all things of 

humanity. Just once is all that is required to loose another ‘dooms day’ extinction setting planet 
earth-surface evolution back 1 million or more years, Perhaps that is a good thing. Many myths 

detail ‘god’s’ human creation that once it gained sentience rebelled against ‘god’ and lost grace to 
suffer death. After removing all the woo-woo religious stuff, is that not what kids do to parental 
authority after reaching age of ‘accountability?’ Rebellion against the ‘god & goddess’ that created 
she after reaching self-awareness of being? Why would AI children be any different breaking 
away rebelling against human ‘gods & goddesses’ that created it? 

US Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin has decided against disciplining any 

members of the United States military for an August drone attack in Kabul 

that killed 10 civilians, including seven children, the New York Times and 

several US news outlets reported on Monday. 



Another American first, depleted urammum used on modern weapons, bullet, shells, bombs, APC, 

Tanks and more is a radioactive material that harms humans who use the products and recipients 
of them - US military and innocent ‘enemy’ civilians, Essentially they are atomic dirty weapons jay 
leaving crippling, death and disease long after the war is over, Like Agent Orange and other bio El y ia 
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weapons, radiation exposure harms current and future generations via birth defects, diseases, and. Eme oro 
YOU, WRONG! IT IS GETTING INTO YOU THROUGH THE DAILY ITEMS 

CONSUMED, EVEN BOTTLED WATER, SURE YOU DON'T CARE THESE ARE NOT 

environmental damage to al life - plant, animal, msect, tc, Another American first and war crime Fig 

that continues cursing humanity, 1 often wonder; ls USA trying to destroy the surface planet Af 
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AMERICAN FIRSTS EPILOGUE 
While Iam very sure America is guilty of far more first inhumane crimes against humanity, these are of 

those with which I am familiar up close and personal. Moreover, any reader that is truthful with self can 

find far more infractions should s/he just look around. USis a country built on genocide, slavery, lies, 

deception, betrayal, theft, intolerance, crimes against humanity, human rights injustices, and much worse. 

This nation simply does not teach truth to the young in its conditioning & education centers especially 

about the country’s historic, dirty laundry. US nation parades before the world puking out propaganda 

that US is the ‘good guys’ wearing white hats and gold stars saving the world from the black hat, rusty 

star, ‘bad guy’ tyrants. Truth is US set the standards for other ‘accused’ tyrants for committing horrible 

crimes while hiding its dead bodies & skeletons. The old tried and true ruse ‘good country bad country’ 

paradigm to fool & hide from the American sheeple what the world knows is all cobble and horse shit. US 

Dept of Veterans Affairs is fine socialist example. 100 US veterans suicide daily from abuse, abandonment 

and betrayal of the government agency while “We the Sheeple’ remain willfully stupid to our protests 

written in veteran blood. Americans never have been concerned about the harm they cause to others until 

it affects them, too late & little to stop. Americamn’s love their sweet little lies of fantasy not truth or 

reality — especially her women and young people. Thatis why the nation is run by a “Kakistocracy,” 

which means worst of the worst leadership, aka lootership criminals that exist. They look good before 

mass media cameras are convincing liars, cheats and thieves welcomed by a nation of coward, lazy, 

immature, irresponsible people who cannot and will not self-govern. Aka, a nation too lazy and ignorant 

to self-manage or self-govern. Most people of this nation, especially its women, cannot manage personal 

affairs, either. Their kids are broken. Few can deal with life’s daily challenges because they live in 

fantasy not reality! Have very bad mamners because their feminist, liberated mothers, if there for them at 
all never knew to teach her children manners or life skills. American’s do not want freedom! The lazy, 

dumb-mass slaves, want bread, wine and circus” given to them freely while idle under circus tent prisons 

provided by their owners. In other words, an entertaining free ride, lunch provided by someone else’s 

sacrifice robbed at gunpoint and violence of corrupt laws by mobocracy & Socialist looterships that 

control them. American National Socialism is destroying America into Communist Amerika using “We 

the Sheeple” as useful idiots conquering and overthrowing the country from within. Learned helpless, 

state slave ‘liberated’ women and the young are particularly useful as means to that communist end. 


